
Worcestershire Careers Hub 
Benchmark Best Practice 
The                                       is recommended to:

a)  Consider this example of best practice for the achievement  
of the Gatsby Benchmarks (tick Box)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Benchmark Criteria 
(insert criteria required to meet benchmark)

1)   - Completion of  

Benchmark                  - 



Please detail below the Careers Activity that takes place in your school 

that supports the criteria required to meet the benchmark: 

Please explain below how you evidence the activity described above: 

Have you submitted a case study for this activity?  

YES    NO 



DATE

EVENT/ACTIVITY NAME

WRITE UP PHOTOS

NUMBERS ATTENDED

SCHOOL DISTRICT
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	Text2: Chadsgrove Special School
	Text3: Chadsgrove Special School
	Text4: 
	0: 6
	1: Experiences of the workplace 

	Text5: 
	0: By the age of 16, every student should have had at least one experience of the workplace, additional to any part-time jobs they may have.
	1: By the age of 18, every student should have had one further such experience, additional to any part-time jobs they may have.
	2: 
	3: 

	Text6: 
	0: Pupils can explore career choices by partaking in work experience placements that meet their desired pathway.
Due to the varied needs of our students at Chadsgrove School, we have multiple avenues for exploring Work Experience. 
In-house, Work Experience has been a great tool both during the past year and in previous years. 
The ability to remain in a known environment allows our pupils to try out and explore different situations and tasks. Utilising the other careers and roles within a school is a brilliant opener to the world of work; we aim to give the pupils the confidence to progress onto externally supported Work Experience within the local area. 
Those students who can push their comfort zone have the opportunity to partake in a choice of activities, one of which is highlighted in the case study below. 
Work Experience is encouraged throughout our Upper School, not just in Year 11 and Year 13 (as stated in The Gatsby Benchmarks). 
All the Upper School pupils engage in enterprise challenges and other internal activities that hold work experience elements. 
	1: All work experience encounters are recorded on Compass+, photo evidence and case studies following the events.
As always, our pupil's journeys are shared through our social media platforms for all to enjoy. Discussions and feedback conversations are held with pupils following their work experience placements so that we can learn more about what they liked, disliked and skills they utilised and improved. 
The staff have further and continuous conversations about options and alternatives for the pupils. Anything relevant to careers is also discussed with parents and pupils. 
This information is shared within the pupil's EHCP annual review from Year 9 concerning Preparation for Adulthood and future aspirations; this information is used to determine which pathway the pupil will take during their post-16 careers at Chadsgrove School. 
We also have groups of students partaking in the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme; therefore, work experience and volunteering are part of that curriculum.
Along with recording activity on our usual channels, the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme also has a tracking system that identifies the progress of each section. 
Some students have also taken part in the NCS project. 
Chadsgrove also operates a Local cafe within the community once a week; students take turns working in the cafe, preparing and serving drinks and some food to a local community member. In-house work experience is encouraged where possible, along with in-depth workplace visits. Students have also had the opportunity to engage in the Young Enterprise scheme and created a sensory book. 

	Text7: Two post 16 pupils wanted to experience working with animals.A work experience placement was secured for them over a 3 day period at a local Children's Farm.The pupils had a pre placement teaching session prior to starting this was to explain expectations, work wear, break times, health and safety. In addition they completed a pre-placement booklet, where they had to find out information about the Children's Farm.The pupils arrived at the farm and worked with the farm manager, taking direct instructions from him.The work they carried out involved cleaning out the animal pens, feeding and grooming the animals and they were taught about animal walfare and husbandry.As the Children's farm is also used by other local schools, the pupils interacted with younger children, explaining and describing the animals names and temperaments to them.On completion the pupils were given the opportunity to express their feelings about the placement.Both pupils said that they gained confidence and enjoyed getting a taste of life beyond Chadsgrove. In addition the feedback from parents via the twitter feed was extremely positive.
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	0: Work Experience at Dodford Children's Farm
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